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God who hath so honoured them with eminent Wisdom in all other things, will not suffer them to cast both his, and their Ho- nour in the dust of perpetual Infamy, ... 
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Adultery & incest deserved deathe, by the Lawe, in Iacobs tyme (as appeares by Iuda his sentence, in the case of Thamar): yet Ruben was punished onely wth.
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in all haste, what ever it be ; I look at her as the very gizzard of a trile, the product of a quarter of a cypher, the epitome of of Nothing, fitter to be kickt, if she were of ...
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are in haste, and will walk one way or other. He that doubts of his way, thinks he loses his day: and when men are gone a while, they will be loth to turn back.
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It is said, That Men ought to have Liberty of their Con- science, and that it is Persecution to debar them of it: I can rather stand amazed than reply to this: it is an ...
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Due Justice may suppress, but Love redintegrates. Whosoever be pardoned, I pray let not Britanicus scape, I mean a pardon. I take him to be a very serviceable ...
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them to consider these few things seriously and meekly. First, what a high pitch of boldness it is for man to cut a principal. Ordinance out of the Kingdom of God; ...
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up with the oyl of a good Cause, where your blood runs into the Veines of Christ, where sudden death is present Martyrdom and Life; your Funerals ...
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radoes, which the Prince of lyes imployes with all his skill and malice, to maintain the walls and gates of bis kingdom, when. Truth would enter in with Grace and ...
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Hese Irish anciently called Antropophagi, man-eaters: I Have a Tradition among them, Tht when the Devil shewed our Saviour all the Kingdoms of the Earth and ...
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hath a Pen and Inkhorn by his side write against these grieving extravagancies: writing of many Books, I grant is irksome, reading endless. A reasonable man ...
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[THOMAS T. Guillaume, b15 aoÃ»L 1689. - Marie-Francine,. LE BLOUSART-DUPLessis, FRANÃ‡OIS, noble bre- toni, arrivÃ© Ã  Quebec, le 15 aoÃ»t 1619; s ler sept.
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mai 1688: m 24 avril 1729, Ã  VerchÃ©res, i Paul. I-CHEVALIER DIT LAFIECHE, GUILLAUME, soldat Jeanne A MIOT. -Paul, b. TÃ‰TRO. â€” Francois, b...; m 12 nov.
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